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Since your recyclables will eventually be sold to manufacturers, they must meet certain standards. They may not have too many impurities, since recycled materials compete with virgin materials for use in manufacturing. Thus, the cleaner the materials you return, the more likely they are to be recycled. The Minnesota Recycling Program says this means that
a pizza box covered in grease and cheese that you throw into your recycling bin will end up in a landfill. So, too, will be tiny pieces of broken glass, especially when the pieces are of different colors (called mixed glass cullet). And many recycling programs won't take some products that are very difficult to recycle. The main one is PVC. This type of plastic
(which can be identified by the 3 inside the recycling symbol of these bear products) contains too many additives to be recycled in most cases, since these additives can affect the purity of a batch of recycled plastic. Advertising The remains of materials that cannot be recycled are called residuals. The less a recycling plant allows for resuspecting, the more
money it earns, since the residue is simply discarded at a cost to the recycling equipment. Due to its unprecedented economic growth, China has become the world's largest importer of recycled raw materials. Many of the used items you put on your sidewalk make their way to China; in 2004, China imported $3.1 billion worth of waste from the United States
[source: USC]. But everything that ends up in China cannot be used. Because China began buying old printer cartridges at the beginning of the 21st century, cartridges suddenly went from treasure to treasure. As a result, stores began to accept used cartridges and consumers began to bring them in. But the most valuable part of the ink cartridge, it turns out,
is the ink. After removing the last few drops from the cartridges, the ink can be repackaged and sold. The cartridges are simply discarded, resulting in discharges in China to be filled with empty plastic printer cartridges. Worse still, an investigation revealed that in Guiyu, China, the spill or combustion of these cartridges resulted in the local supply of drinking
water becoming contaminated by 200 times acceptable acid levels and 2,400 times acceptable levels of lead [source: International ITC]. There have been many other cases of recycling fraud that have been revealed since the beginning of the recycling movement. In New Hampshire in 2002, a man was charged with fraud after his recycling fluorescent bulbs
was found at the lack of the ability to actually recycle bulbs. The company had instructed school districts and organizations in several states to accept their light bulbs for recycling. Fluorescent bulbs contain mercury -- a toxic substance -- but rather than recycle the bulbs, the company stored them in abandoned buildings around the state [source: EPA]. And
in Illinois, a company that specializes in it was found that toxic waste had illegally stored a lot of it in abandoned buildings in Poor Chicago's poor neighborhoods. What's more, the company actually branded some toxic waste as harmless and sent it to landfills where it was dumped [source: National Post]. But despite stories like this and criticism of recycling -that it may actually be harmful to the environment or is financially unhealthy -- Americans seem to prefer to send their waste to recycling plants rather than landfills or the Great Pacific Garbage Patch. For more information on recycling and other related topics, visit the following page. If you're something like people at HowStuffWorks, then chances are good
that you've already gone through several of them today. You're probably finishing another one right now. Draw a white one? I am talking about the ubiquitous aluminum box. Sometimes touted as a recycling success, aluminum cans are not only the most frequently recycled product, but also the most cost-effective and energy-efficient product. Aluminium
recycling, which is made from bauxite ore, is a closed loop process, meaning that no new material is introduced along the way. Aluminium is infinitely recyclable: the boxes can be recycled over and over again without degrading. Because of this efficiency, more than two-thirds of all aluminum ever produced is still used today [source: Aluminium Now]. So the
next time you feel lazy and the recycling bin seems so farther than the trash can, you might want to think of the following: Advertising aluminum recycling prevents the need to mine for ore to create new aluminum. It takes 4 tons of ore to create 1 ton of aluminum. Recycling aluminum cans takes 95 percent less energy than creating new ones. The energy it
takes to produce a box can produce 20 recycled boxes. The energy saved by recycling aluminum can power a 100-watt bulb for four hours or a TV for three hours [sources: Can Manufacturers Institute, Russell]. Not all recyclables deserve the bragging rights that aluminum makes, but some materials are getting closer. Steel: Another recyclable metal made
mainly from extracted ore requires 60 per cent less energy to recycle than again [source: Economist]. Recycling one tonne of steel prevents the extraction of 2,500 pounds (1,134 kilograms) of iron ore, 1,400 pounds (635 kilograms) of coal and 120 pounds (54 kilograms) of limestone [source: Plastic: usually down, which means it is recycled into something of
less value like fleece or lumber, but requires 70 percent less energy to recycle than to produce from virgin materials [source: Economist]. And while some argue that plastic recycling is a lost cause due to its tendency to weaken during reprocessing, making plastic from new materials requires the disorderly mining activity for oil and natural gas. Natural. if
plastic can only be recycled once, it is once that oil and natural gas can be saved. Glass: Glass recycling is 33% more energy efficient (and cheaper) than new start-up and does not involve downcycling [source: Economist]. The benefits of recycling some other materials are not as clear. On the next page, we will follow some e-waste (electronic waste) in
China and examine why recycling printer cartridges and paper may not always be such a good thing. Paint scraps are not only a waste of money, they can also be dangerous to the environment. Most major cities have simple guidelines for depositing unused paint for recycling, but even better, some cities will also give this recycled paint for free. A redditor
suggested this trick, writing: I live in a city with a recycling program of painting. People drop off their paint and it is redistributed in 5-gallon buckets on a first-come first-served basis. You just have to show your water bill and ID. Obviously the color selection will be limited, but if you're on a budget and not super picky on colors, it can save you a lot of money. It
is not available in all cities, but the Live Well Network confirms. In Houston, for example, residents can visit the city's Environmental Services Center on Fridays from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. and collect free recycled paint (first come first served). Other cities have certain income guidelines or prevent you from using paint on interiors (such as Mesa's painting
program). Here are some other cities that participate in similar programs: If you're looking to cut costs, it's worth checking with your city to see if they offer a similar program. For more details, check out the live well post on the link below. Recycling programs offer free paint Live Well NetworkPhoto by Scott Lewis. More than six out of ten of us describe
ourselves as committed recyclers, according to Recycle Now. Here's how to recycle more... What about unwanted clothing, furniture, books and gifts? Selling them is an option, but wouldn't it be great if there were a new home for things we no longer want, pass them on to someone who could make use of them, and help reduce the amount of waste that
ends up in the landfill? First steps 1. Ask your friends and family if they need any special items. It's the easiest way to start. 2.Rescue - could one sew a ripped cushion or a zipper in that skirt? Do it yourself, ask a friend to help you or find a professional who can do it for you. 3. Repurpose - could this striped coffee table find a new home in the garden with a
paint job? Would a craft friend welcome this old counter-casserole for her patchwork project? Use your imagination and ask yourself if your stuff could find a new life. 4. Discover the inspiring ideas of recyclethis.co.uk, the site How can I recycle this topic? Subject? cutlery. 5. If all else fails, find your nearest recycling centre through the Localator recycling on
recyclenow.com, or your City Council website. Receive your zip code and the Recycling Locator will not only tell you what is accepted for recycling your home by your local council, you can also find out which items can go into recycling containers in car parks and household waste recycling centres, says Rachel Gray, Head of Recycle Now. Ourformation on
local household recycling centres, council websites should provide a list of venues and opening hours. They will accept a wide range of items ranging from small domestic power plants to paint boxes to textiles. 6. Some centers also sell good quality items, or goods such as compost made from garden waste and food - so your unwanted TV could head to a
new home after all. Clothes and shoes 7. Look for recycling banks in local supermarkets and car parks. This is the best option for clothes and shoes that are beyond wear - fibers can still be recycled. 8. Take them to a charity store. The Charity Retail Association has a Find a Charity Store tool in charityretail.org.uk, or fill a charity bag when it comes through
your door to be picked up. 9. To raise funds, schools, good causes and groups such as football teams often collect clean and portable clothes to weigh in companies such as Clothes Bank, clothesbank.co.uk. They pay a sum in return, usually around 50p per kilo, and can visit your home or workplace. Keep an eye on these fundraising companies. 10. Marks
and Spencer organize shwoppping events in collaboration with Oxfam, where you can take your unwanted clothes to the store. If your items have an M and S label, you can exchange them for vouchers of 5 euros. For more details, see oxfam.org.uk. Furniture, electrical items and household items 11. Larger charity stores, such as those run by the British
Heart Foundation, take furniture and may be able to collect from your home. Be aware that sofas must have fire safety tags for sale again, so leave them untouched. 12. Try Freecycle, freecycle.org, or Freegle, ilovefreegle.org. Both networks give you the opportunity to offer unwanted products free of charge to others - from refrigerators and sofas to
wheelbarrows and 13. Some local councils offer a reuse service, which takes donations of unwanted items and distributes them back to those in need. 14. Contact the Furniture Reuse Network, frn.org.uk, which supports more than 300 charities that help people who need furniture and household items. In Scotland, look for evolve accreditation for reputable
stores selling quality second-hand goods for charity, see www.revolvereuse.com. 15. If you want to transmit your electrical items, you need to make sure they are in good working order. A simple repair could give the item a new lease of life, says Rachel Gray. Gray. online for advice on how to do it yourself or to find out if the item requires a simple and cheap
repair that an expert could do. 16. Don't forget that you can also donate dishes and cutlery and unwanted gifts such as perfumes and toiletries to places such as high street charity stores, adds Rachel. Call yourself to what you give, you should always be in good condition. Litter and towels 17. Most textile recycling banks accept them. 18. Ask local animal
rescue centres and kennels, as these areas require a constant supply of clean, fresh linen. Nursery items and other specialty products 19. Look on Facebook for local support groups that help parents with limited resources. 20. Use Freecycle or Freegle to transmit items. 21. There may be specialized online swap/sell/gift groups in your area, so study. Books
22. The recycling charity Healthy Planet organises Books for Free events across the UK where your books can be passed on to be enjoyed by others. 23. Some charities, such as Oxfam, have book banks in public places, where books can be deposited. Check out recyclethis.co.uk for an up-to-date list of charities that need books. 24. Some cities operate a
book la, a designated place in a café, shop, art gallery or museum where you can leave books that you have finished with for others to enjoy. 25. Rare or valuable books could be donated to libraries, or schools and colleges may be interested in texts relevant to the curriculum. 26. Check out readitswapit.co.uk, an online library where you can exchange books
you've read with others. Need to Know - Freecycle label Giving your unwanted items on free sites such as Freecycle and Freegle is a great way to help others, conserve resources, reduce waste and reduce consumerism. There are official sites set up in most UK cities, as well as others that operate locally and are based on Facebook. They can both be a
little intimidating for the newcomer. Take your time to find out which sites seem to be the most popular and well used in your area before you take the plunge. Here are some tips for new users: Don't offer an article to give away, then forget about it. You must respond to the responses of interested people within one day, even better within hours. only working
and usable items. For large items such as furniture, include dimensions in your online message. This prevents people from showing up and realizing that the item does not fit in their vehicle or at home. Make sure your mobile phone receives emails and Facebook messages effectively, as this is usually the quickest way to get back to people who are
interested. Expect more than one person to get in touch by saying they want the item. This can be Some Freecycle groups encourage you to set up n draw so you can choose from all randomly interested parties at a certain date/time. Or, you can just reconnect with the first person who answers. With either option, note other people who have expressed an
interest, in case you let yourself down. Be prepared for the o-shows that say they come at a certain time and then don't show up. In addition, you may have people who come who see your items and then decide that they are not quite appropriate. In these cases, hold your nerve and get in touch with the next interested person. It is ibr, which means you are
not accepting money in return, even if it is offered. If your beneficiary insists, have a charity box for donations. Some freecyclers offer to deliver our carbburan - if you're willing to deliver an item, say so, but it's by no means vital. Pay attention to safety. Never reveal your home address on a public forum, and try word pickup instructions so you don't specify
when your home will be empty. Get inspired, ideas and advice wherever you are! Follow us on Facebook: House Beautiful UK Pinterest: House Beautiful UK Twitter: @HB Instagram: @housebeautifuluk This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more
information about this and content similar to piano.io piano.io
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